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property were threatened by the infant Republic. Gil
Robles and his supporters did not forget that in the historic
Municipal Elections of 1931 the priest-ridden country
districts had voted fairly solidly for the old regime. In those
illiterate country districts the Church and the caciques still
wielded most of their old power. It was only necessary to
suborn electors and coerce ignorant Catholic voters with
threats of hell-fire in order to make the country districts vote
again in favour of traditionalism. The Republican Govern-
ment was unjustifiably confident of its ability to attract the
votes of those illiterate and terrified outlying electors. The
result was what intelligent observers expected : the re-
actionaries re-won much of the power which they had lost.
Counter-revolution had begun. The official organ of the
Catholic Church was perfectly honest in its declaration of
the policy of those who had re-won power on its behalf.
It said that a new state must be created which would neces-
sitate the imposition of sacrifices and duties. " What matter
if this end necessitates the shedding of blood ? " said El Debate,
" we need an integral power and that is what we seek. . . .
Democracy is not for us an end. . . . When the moment comes
parliament will either submit or we shall wipe it out"
Surely that is plain enough !
Clericalism once more raised its political head. Once
more it might proceed, as in the past, to be moneylender
for the countryside. Once more nearly three million
peasant small-holders would come completely under the
control of Catholic usurers. Once more, because of this
extraordinary money power, the municipalities would be
" conditioned " by the Church. The Procurator of the
Society of Jesus could once more safely take his place on
thirty-six Boards of Directors of banks, mines, electrical
and transport undertakings, and so forth. What mattered

